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1. Let C be a finite cyclic group of order IC! de, written multiplicatively,
where d and e are positive integers. We let be a fixed primitive e-th root of
unity of C, and define d,, 0e for each integer r, 0 _< r <: e. It
follows that the sets , are the cosets of the homomorphism from C to the
dditive group of crs (mod e) which crries a in rr( into r (mod e) where crs
(mod e) denotes the complete set of least residues modulo e. We define K,. to be
the set of all mappings of the form

1)(1.1) xax (x.,r =0, ,e--

over C, where no, a, a-i re ny elements of rro It follows [4] that K.d

is n belin group (on composition) of order d; ech mpping of the form (1.1)
is permutation of C. Let. be the set of ll permutations of the form (1.1) of C,
where the coefficients re ny elements of C not necessarily belonging to U.
It follows [4] that ., is permutation group of order ed, containing K., s
normal subgroup. It is esy to verify that mpping of the form (1.1) with

arbitrary coefficients a need not be permutation of C.
Let GF(q) be finite field of order q. A polynomial in the ring GF[q, x] of

polynomials in x over GF(q) is clled permutation polynomial if it permutes the
elements of GF(q). A polynomial ](x) is sid to represent mpping of GF(q)
if ](z) (x) for ll x GF(q). Let the cyclic group C be the multiplicative group
of GF(q). Wells [4] hs shown that every permutation of GF(q) that fixes 0 ad
whose restriction to C belongs to K., is represented by permutation polynomial
of the form

",
and vice versa. Similarly, any permutation of GF(q) that fixes 0 and whose
restriction to C belongs to/,, is represented by a permutation polynomial
of the form

(1.3) ](x) xg(xd),

nd vice vers.
In this paper, we develop a number of results concerning the permutation

groups K,e and/,. In view of the preceding pmgrph, it follows that all the
theorems established here will hold true if we replace Ks,o nd/., by groups of
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